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Sub Area Name

Catalogue Number

Jonkershoek

02.37

Property Name

Alternative Names

Lanzerac, Jonkershoek, Stellenbosch

formerly Schoongezicht

Farm Number

Linkages

327/7, 1087

Lanzerac historical property and catalogue numbers 02.3602.45

Heritage Resource Name

Type of Resource

Lanzerac Hotel

smallholding, hotel, conference centre

Composites
Werf
approach
werf extensions

Photo Date

Photographer

1980

Chief Director: Surveys & Mapping

Photo Title
Orthophoto with added cadastrals

Photo Date

Photographer

1938

Chief Director: Surveys & Mapping

Photo Title
1938 aerial photo with added (current) cadastrals
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Photo Date

Photographer

06/05

Penny Pistorius

Photo Title
Jonkershoekbergkloof stream, east of Lanzerac werf

Photo Date

Photographer

06/05

Penny Pistorius

Photo Title
Lanzerac from the north east. The hotel is the large white complex
just right of centre, with Jonkershoek Road right of it and vineyards
beyond.

Photo Date

Photographer

1986

Neil Sutherland

Photo Title
Aerial photo of Lanzerac from Stellenbosch. Detail of Neil
Sutherland, 1986.
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Photo Date

Photographer
CAM2-409

Photo Title
1902 map: Red and brown blocks 17th century grants, yellow lines
early 19th c, pink dots roads. Grey/black rivers.

Description
Visual Description

Notes

Farm and hotel bounded by Stellenbosch town (Karindal suburb)
on the west, Tricelle and the river on the south, Chase farm and
Lombardi House east and Jonkershoek Road and Klein Lanzerac
on the north. It is part of a gently sloping plain leading up to the
foothills of Jonkershoekberge. The Jonkershoekbergkloof stream
runs in a straightened channel down the east boundary (photo 4)
to join the Eerste River to the south. The land is used for
vineyards. Centre east is the werf (Composite 01) and
surrounding hotel (Composite 03), approached from Stellenbosch
by an avenue of Plane trees (Composite 02). All the land west
and north was formerly part of Lanzerac farm.

Erf map has Lanzerac as 327/7. March 1999 SDF by
Setplan has Lanzerac as 327/7 (0.1150 ha) and
1087 (27.44 ha)
Owner CH Wiese

History
See Lanzerac Historical Property 02.37/00 for more detailed history of the larger estate(s) and owners.
The present property incorporates portions of Isaac Schryver's 1683 Schoongezicht and 1691 Mostertsdrift grants grants,
and a piece that was granted to Anthony and Manuel of Angola (see Klein Gustrouw Historical Property). Schryver's werf
lay on ungranted land between them, the present location of the Lanzerac werf (Photo 3). Schryver's wife Anna Hoeks
probably ran the farms, as there is no evidence of a foreman or knegt. He bought the two farms east of Lanzerac -Angola and Leef-op-Hoop -- in 1696. In 1700 the farms had 7 slaves, cattle, sheep, vines, corn and rye.
In 1712 Schryver’s widow, Anna Hoeks, bought Old Nectar, and in 1714 bought Jonkershoek. She now owned all the
farms in the Valley except for Assegaaibosch and they were to stay in her family till 1808. Lanzerac (then called
Schoongezicht) was the key farm in this ensemble, lying at the mouth of the Valley. During her ownership the area of
vineyards and the numbers of cattle doubled.
But the 18th century to 1780 saw hardly any expansions of Stellenbosch. From c1719 to c1755, in the ownership of
Maria van Coningshoven, the farm declined. Her daughter, Anna Hasselaar, inherited the farms in the early 1750s and
divided the property empire, but retained Lanzerac, Mostertsdrift and Klein Gustrouw. From that time the Cape flourished.
By 1790, Hasselaar's wine production had more than doubled, and her sheep and cattle had increased tremendously.
Prosperity resulted in new buildings at the werf, many of which remain along the south side, layered by time. Several
slave families lived at Lanzerac. After Hasselaar's death the farm still stayed in the family, going to her daughter’s son
Coenraad Johannes Albertyn. In 1808 he sold Lanzerac and the other farms as separate entities, bringing 126 years of
family ownership to an end.
The owner of Lanzerac and Mostertsdrift from 1808 was Coenraad Johannes Fick. He presided at a time of
unprecedented prosperity at the Cape as overseas wine tariffs were reduced to favour Cape vintages. He made major
improvements to the property, acquiring more land in 1813 and 1815. In 1817 he consolidated Mostertsdrift and Lanzerac
into one and was granted all the land surrounding them, increasing his land ownership from about 60 morgen to 180
morgen. Fick became a notable wine farmer of the period: in 1825 he had 80 000 vines and produced 72 leaguers of
alcoholic drinks -- well up from the 4 leaguers of 1790. His great achievement was that he brought the magnificent werf
into being (see Werf Composite)
After he died, in 1842 Pieter Gerhard van der Byl, who already owned Groot Paardevlei at Somerset West, bought the
consolidated Lanzerac, which was managed by his son Johannes van der Byl, a pioneer fruit farmer in South Africa, from
1844. When Johannes moved his fruit enterprise into Stellenbosch, Lanzerac passed to his brother Andries Christoffel van
der Byl who ran it from 1849 till his death in 1886. He continued to improve the viticulture of the farm, adding another wine
cellar on the north side of the werf for example.
In 1892 the property came into the hands of Johan Hendrik Wicht. Over the next few years he also bought back various
sections that had been subdivided off, and he owned Lanzerac for 28 years till 1920. The next owner, Elizabeth English,
changed the name to Lanzerac from Schoongezicht to avoid confusion with Ida’s Valley property. She improved the house
and outbuildings (see Objects) and introduced the Lanzerac Estate wine label, but she seems to have cultivated the
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vineyards in an amateur fashion.
Mrs English died in 1929, and the property was on the hands of the Bank for a few years till it was bought in 1934 by
Johannes Jacobus Ferdinand Tribelhorn, the “local builder” who had carried out the 1921 house alterations. Tribelhorn
marketed the wine label in a professional way, and his cellar was considered to be among the most modern of the time.
Angus Batts Buchanan, who acquired Lanzerac during the Second World War, was a creative wine maker and won many
wine awards including the Champion Red Wine trophy at the Paarl Wine Show for eight consecutive years. In 1958 he
subdivided the estate. A portion is today the suburb Karindal, named after his daughter Karin. The werf and 59 morgen
around it was sold to David Rawdon who converted it into a very successful hotel while Stellenbosch Farmers Winery
marketed the wines. Very substantial changes to the werf came about at this time. Lord Rawdon sold off various sections
reducing the estate to about its present size.
Sold again in 1988 to Christo Wiese, it continues as a wine estate, five-star hotel and private residence. Wiese also owns
Forellen Cottage. Virus-free strains of vine have been introduced. Various wines including Cabernet Sauvignon,
Chardonnay and Merlot are made at Lanzerac by wine maker Wynand Hamman. A new wine cellar designed by Johan
Wessels of Wessels Albertyn Architects was opened April 1997. (Albertyn c1997:60).

Historical Notes
Associated People
See Lanzerac Historical Property for a full list and details of owners.

Associated Events
References
See also Lanzerac Historical Property
Fransen and Cook 1980: 155.
Fransen, in Smuts ed 1979:142
Fransen 1993:131
De Bosdari 1953:62
Simons 2000:120-21
Picton-Seymour 1989:65
1902 Brink Map CA M2-409 shows location of grants
1938 aerial photograph.
1980 orthophoto
2000 aerial photograph.
1986 Neil Sutherland
1950 Lockley
1832 D’Oyly
1710 Stade

Assessment
Significance Statement
The present Lanzerac is the remnant of a much larger, historically significant property which included several of the
surrounding farms. It is prominently located on the edge of the town at the entrance to the Jonkershoek valley, and is a
highly significant component of the cultural landscape.

Significance Category

A = course / pattern of history
B = rarity
C = information potential
D = characteristic of type
E = aesthetic

A, C, E, G, H, I

F = creative / technical
G = social / cultural / spiritual
H = assoc. NB person / group
I = slavery

Proposed Grading
3 heritage area/2

Vulnerablilities
Recommendations
NHR Act Status

Date of Gazette

Werf is a PHS (National
monument)

1975-04-18

17 October 2006

SAHRA File ref.

Official Grading
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Maps
Number of Ortho Photo

GPS X

Date of Ortho Photo

GPS Y

Aerial Photograph Date

GPS Model

Aerial Photo Number

GPS Setting

Composites (groups of clusters of heritage resources: sub-places and areas)
Property Name

Composite Name

Lanzerac, Jonkershoek, Stellenbosch

Lanzerac approach

Catalogue Number

Type of Resource

02.37/02

approach to werf

Objects
none

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

Photo Title
Entrance to Lanzerac

Photograph Date
1980

Photographer
Chief Director: Surveys & Mapping

Photo Title
Lanzerac approach, orthophoto. Compare with
1938 aerial, photo 7.
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Photograph Date
1938

Photographer
Chief Director: Surveys & Mapping

Photo Title
1938 aerial photo, showing direct axial approach
from Jonkershoek Road.

Photograph Date
Photographer
CAM2-409

Photo Title
1902 map, showing approach.

Photograph Date
06/04

Photographer
Stewart Harris

Photo Title
Gate pillars off Jonkershoek Road
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Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

Photo Title
Looking back from Lanzerac entrance, the gate
pillars on the edge of the historical farm can just
be glimpsed across a field at the end of the
avenue, next to Jonkershoek Road.

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

Photo Title
Entrance to Lanzerac werf

Photograph Date
06/04

Photographer
Stewart Harris

Photo Title
Bridge inside Lanzerac entrance

Composite - Description
Visual Description
The present approach from Jonkershoek Road to Lanzerac is indirect: a right turn into Bosch-en-dal and a left into
Lanzerac (street) at a suburban crossroads. The entrance gates ahead (photo 2) then lead over a bridge (photo 3)
to a long, straight avenue of plane trees interspersed with white planters, with vineyards each side edged with
roses. A pre-entrance to the werf is marked by a vehicle bar and a hut. Beyond it is the road that circles the werf,
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and parking areas on both sides of the avenue, outside the werf wall. Inside the werf gateway (photo 4), the
roadway continues straight and then splits to each side of a lush lawn, rejoining in front of the house.
Outside the perimeter gates, Lanzerac approach continues for a distance as a eucalyptus-lined street in the
suburb of Karindal (photo 5). At the end of the axis, off Jonkershoek Road, are gate pillars at a slight angle to
both, but they are lost on the edge of a field with kerbs around it, bypassed by the modern roads (photo 6) and
surrounded by suburban development that takes no account of them.

Condition
Composite - History
History
The direct approach to Lanzerac werf from Jonkershoek Road must have been established soon after the first land
grants; there is no evidence of a different approach and the 1710 Stade drawing seems to show a road straight to
the houses (see Werf, photo 5). It was probably made more formally "axial" during Fick's werf improvements in the
early 19th C as this was a common expression of status and "conquest of wilderness" at the time. D'Oyly's 1834
drawing (Werf Composite, photo 6) does not show the side approach from the north (but it was in place by 1938).
The date of the outer gateposts in Karindal is unknown; they are not discernable on the 1938 aerial photo, but
may have been present at the point where the approach kinks to join Jonkershoek Road (photo 8). They must
predate the subdivision from the estate of the suburb of Karindal in 1958, when the new road layout cut across the
axis. The current entrance gates are similarly later than 1958, when that was established as the western boundary.

Associated People
See Lanzerac historical property.

AssociatedEvents
References
See Property.

Composite - Assessment
Significance Statement
The straight approach to Lanzerac werf from Jonkershoek Road was probably established in the late 17th C. It
was likely formalised as part of the 19th C werf improvements and was an important part of the experience of the
werf though history. The approach became indirect when Karindal suburb was developed after 1958, and although
the western end is no longer a route, it still exists spatially (albeit damaged) and has potential for visual restoration
and strengthening.

Significance Category
A, E

Proposed Grading
2 (as part of werf)

A = course / pattern of history
B = rarity
C = information potential
D = characteristic of type
E = aesthetic

F = creative / technical
G = social / cultural / spiritual
H = assoc. NB person / group
I = slavery

Vulnerablilities
Recommendations
The western end of the approach has been overlaid and weakened by the suburban layout, and the meaning of
the outer gateposts is obscured. Re-establishment of an avenue from the outer gateposts across the field,
perhaps with a pedestrian path, would restore some sense of the historical length of the approach.

Official Grading

NHR Act Status

Date of Gazette

Composite - Objects
Property Name
Composite Name
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Catalogue Number

Type of Resource

Composites (groups of clusters of heritage resources: sub-places and areas)
Property Name

Composite Name

Lanzerac, Jonkershoek, Stellenbosch

Lanzerac Werf extensions

Catalogue Number

Type of Resource

02.37/03

hotel buildings

Objects
9 objects

Photograph Date
Photographer
Photo Title
Lanzerac werf, detail from KrugerRoos Survey of
the historical farmsteads around Stellenbosch.
Extensions are in outline.

Photograph Date
1998

Photographer
Gerald Hoberman

Photo Title
Lanzerac hotel, 1998. Gerald Hoberman
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Photograph Date
1986

Photographer
Neil Sutherland

Photo Title
Lanzerac hotel, 1986. Neil Sutherland

Photograph Date
06/04

Photographer
Stewart Harris

Photo Title
Notice board at Lanzerac Hotel with guide to
accommodation (house at top, north is left).

Composite - Description
Visual Description
The werf extensions post-date 1958. No detailed descriptions given. See Objects for photos of extensions to the
werf, in clockwise order from the wine tasting building to the left of the entrance. Earlier (pre- 1988) extensions
tend to be in "historical" styles and in some of them salvaged historical windows and doors appear to have been
used (see for example the three buildings in a row to the north east of the werf, Objects 06-08). Later extensions
such as the wine cellar (Object 02) and the extensions to the "village" of rooms (Rooms 1-15, Object 03) are in a
contemporary style, re-interpreting Cape architecture.

Condition
Composite - History
History
After the subdivision of the farm in 1958, the portion with the werf was bought by David Rawdon who converted it
into a very successful hotel. Very substantial changes were made to the historical buildings (see Werf Composite),
and new buildings were added (photo 4). The werf was transformed from a working farmstead to a well-crafted,
meticulously-groomed display of Cape architecture, with various additions in "historical" styles around the old werf
that are so well done that it is difficult to tell what is old and what is not -- all is impeccable and extremely tasteful.
Sold 1988 to Christo Wiese, the hotel was further extended by the addition of a new winery and considerable
parking (photo 4). It continues as a 5-star hotel.

Associated People
David Rawdon, hotelier
Christo Wiese

AssociatedEvents
17 October 2006
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References
See Property

Composite - Assessment
Significance Statement
Lanzerac werf has become a display case of a Cape werf, with the hotel extensions (and surrounding vineyards)
as the elaborate "cabinet" in which the authentic, historical elements are set out for the appreciation and use of
visitors. The extensions themselves (with the various alterations to the historic buildings) demonstrate changing
attitudes to the conversion of and addition to an historical farmstead for commercial use, together with a concern
for quality and good taste.

Significance Category
A, E

Proposed Grading
Protected area (s. 28)

A = course / pattern of history
B = rarity
C = information potential
D = characteristic of type
E = aesthetic

F = creative / technical
G = social / cultural / spiritual
H = assoc. NB person / group
I = slavery

Vulnerablilities
Recommendations
On site interpretation (eg in the form of discreet information boards) of the history of the various buildings and
elements to clarify what is essentially historical and what has been added.

Official Grading

NHR Act Status

Date of Gazette

Not older than 60 years, but
surrounding a PHS

Composite - Objects
Property Name
Lanzerac, Jonkershoek, Stellenbosch

Composite Name

Heritage Resource Name

Lanzerac Werf extensions

Wine tasting facility

Catalogue Number

Type of Resource

02.37/03.01

wine tasting

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Lanzerac wine tasting facility.
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Photograph Date
1998

Photographer
Gerald Hoberman

PhotoTitle
Lanzerac wine tasting facility. Gerald Hoberman.
1998.

Objects - Description
Visual Description
Condition (short)
Architectural Style
Cape contemporary

Objects - History
History
Construction Date

Associated People

Associated Events
References

Objects - Assessment
Significance Statement

Significance Category
Proposed Grading

A = course / pattern of history
B = rarity
C = information potential
D = characteristic of type
E = aesthetic

F = creative / technical
G = social / cultural / spiritual
H = assoc. NB person / group
I = slavery

Vulnerablilities
NHR Act Status

Date of Gazette

Official Grading

Not older than 60 years (S. 34)

Recommendations
17 October 2006
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